Abstract. The measurands of several reported laser-based measurement techniques are sensitive to both the propagation direction of the laser and the viewing direction from the region of interest to the detector. For such imaging techniques, the view vector must be determined uniquely for each pixel in the detector array. The bulk view vector is often physically measured and a simple model used to determine the view vector for each pixel. This, however, has limitations where access is limited, the distances involved are small, or the optical system employed introduces errors. We describe a procedure to determine the unique view vector from a planar region to the detector (CCD camera) for each element in a 2-D array based on a reference target aligned with the planar region of interest. Determination of the view vector is based on the spatial distribution of the mapping function used to dewarp the view. No physical measurement of the view vector is required. Good agreement is achieved when the procedure is compared to a simple pin-hole camera model of the view using a computed test target.
Introduction
There are several laser-based measurement systems where the measurand is a function of the relative angle between the incident laser illumination and the view vector from the measurement volume to the detector. Examples of these techniques include planar Doppler velocimetry, 1,2 ͑PDV͒ electronic speckle pattern interferometry, 3 ͑ESPI͒ and shearography. 4 Accurate determination of this angle, or more specifically the view vector, is important in achieving accurate measurements. This can be highlighted by considering the fundamental principle of the flow measurement technique, PDV. In this technique, the Doppler-shifted laser light that is scattered off particles that have been seeded into a flow is measured using a frequency-to-intensity converter. The laser used in the PDV technique is frequency tuned onto the side of a single absorption line of molecular iodine, which is used as an absorption line filter to attenuate the signal based on the frequency of the scattered light. Once the Doppler shift, ⌬ is determined, the Doppler formula, ⌬ϭ Ϫ1 (ô Ϫî)•V can be used to determine the velocity of the particles and hence infer the velocity of the flow. Here, is the wavelength of the illumination laser, ô is a unit vector describing the direction from the measurement volume to the detector, î is the propagation direction unit vector of the laser, and V is the velocity of the scattering medium. The vector sum, (ô Ϫî) describes the direction of the component of V that the measurement is sensitive to and is termed the sensitivity vector of the measurement system. It is clear from the Doppler formula that multiple components of the velocity can be determined by using multiple views of the same measurement volume. Determination of ô is thus important not only for the accuracy of the measurement but also in the determination of multicomponents.
Measurement of ô can be determined by physically measuring the vector from the measurement volume to the detector and then normalizing the vector. This is standard practice for most PDV systems reported in the literature. 1 However, this method has some limitations. The view vector ô , as shown in Fig. 1 , is the bulk unit view vector for the system and this is only true for the central pixel of the 2-D array of a CCD camera. Each individual pixel (i, j) in the array views a different region of the plane under investigation and hence has a unique view vector ô (i, j) . This view vector is a function of the area viewed, the physical size of the array and the distance between the array and the viewed area. Accurate calculation of the view vector ô (i, j) for each individual pixel (i, j), in the camera array is an important part of the full data processing procedure. Consider a configuration where a camera, 1 m from a plane is viewing a region of 100ϫ100 mm and is viewing perpendicularly. The variation in the view vector across the field is ϳϮ6 deg. This would results in an error of ϳ5% in the computed velocity if there is no correction for view angle.
Direct measurement of the bulk view vector is only suitable for situations where the distances involved are large, so that any measurement error does not introduce a significant error in the vector direction. After ô is determined, a correction to the view vector for each individual pixel can be achieved by assuming a simple pin-hole camera model of the view and correcting accordingly. Direct measurement of the bulk view vector is also difficult and potentially error prone in situations of restricted physical access or where the dimensions are small. Any error associated with the measurement of the bulk view vector will propagate through the calculation of all other view vectors. Use of the pin-hole model of the view also limits the accuracy of the measurement of ô (i, j) by assuming that there are minimal optics used in the collection of the image and that the optical train does not significantly alter the view vector, through distortion of the image.
There is therefore a need for an algorithm that can determine ô (i, j) for each individual pixel that does not rely on physical measurement. Several techniques are presented in the literature that have been developed for the calibration of camera parameters. These camera calibration procedures determine the bulk camera intrinsic ͑i.e., focal length͒ and extrinsic ͑i.e., camera position͒ parameters and include methods that use a single view of a target from a single camera, 6 multiple views of a target from a single camera, 6, 7 and multiple views from a number of cameras. 5 The procedures process images of test targets or images that have know points located within the field of view. A limitation of these techniques is that only bulk parameters are calculated, hence only the bulk view vector ô is found. Individual correction of each pixel for view angle is again needed after the bulk parameters are derived.
Techniques such as PDV are unique in that they measure over a plane defined by the propagation of the expanded laser beam into a sheet. For multicomponent measurement, multiple views of the region of interest ͑ROI͒ are collected and mapped onto a single coordinate system oriented with the experiment. 1, 2 This requires the dewarping of individual views onto the predefined plane and enables the interpolation of different measured components onto the same spatial grid. A calibration procedure used to determine the dewarping mapping functions using a test target of coplanar location markers that are at a known spacing is often employed.
1,2 The dewarping procedure corrects the view for image perspective distortion as well as radial distortion and aberrations introduced by optical components within the imaging system. The mapping function therefore carries information about the bulk view vector to the target as well as for each pixel in the array and information about any local change in the view vector introduced by local distortion of the know target image.
In the remainder of this paper a procedure is developed to determine the view vector ô (i, j) for individual pixels from the mapping function determined in a dewarping procedure and the derived scaling information from a test target. The procedure is then tested against a computergenerated test target, where the view is at a known angle to the target plane.
Dewarping Images of the ROI
The ROI investigated by planar techniques is a region defined by the expansion of the laser beam into a sheet. A target, overlaying the laser sheet, consisting of a regular array of location marks is used to define the field of view and allow collection of a calibration image used to dewarp the view. The ROI imaged by the camera is a plane overlapping the X-Y plane of a Cartesian coordinate system that is oriented to the experiment, as shown in Fig. 1 . The positive Z axis of this coordinate system is oriented toward the camera so that the location of the camera is in positive Z space. If the camera were viewing perpendicular to the ROI with its optical axis pointing at the origin, the camera's optical axis, and hence it's bulk view vector ô would coincide with the Z axis. For any viewing angle away from the normal, the captured image would be a perspective view of the ROI. A second orthogonal coordinate system (XЈ,Y Ј,ZЈ) is aligned with the view direction of the camera such that the ZЈ axis is always aligned with the optical axis of the camera. In this scenario, the bulk unit view vector ô of the camera aligns with the ZЈ axis.
A computed mapping function can define the transformation from the ideal rectilinear ''corrected'' plane to the distorted plane as recorded by the camera using
where the true ''corrected'' coordinates are given by x and y, while the coordinates in the observed distorted image plane are given by xЈ and yЈ, and M x and M y are the mapping functions that are determined by a dewarping algorithm. To enable mapping onto a predefined grid size and scaling, the mapping of xЈ to x is achieved via an intermediary coordinate system (s,t), which enables the mapping of several views onto the same grid size and subsequent scaling. This is a linear mapping of s(x) and t(y) to obtain scaling information. The mapping can thus be reexpressed as
In the procedure used here a third-order polynomial is fitted to the mapping functions resulting 8 in 20 coefficients in s and t. This order polynomial is sufficient to remove even severe distortions. 
View Angle Determination
The true (X,Y ,Z) coordinate system aligned with the ROI and experiment can be represented by unit vectors u ϭ(1,0,0), vϭ(0,1,0), and wϭ(0,0,1). In the observed image these unit vectors are transformed to a camera coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 2 , defined by
wЈϭ͑w x ,w y ,w z ͒.
In the ideal case of looking perpendicular to the X-Y plane, uЈϭ (1, 0, 0) , vЈϭ(0,1,0), and wЈϭ(0,0,1). The observed components u x , u y , v x , and v y are directly related to the local spatial derivatives of the mapping function via
where F is a magnification factor, and
The following definitions of a unit vector and the mapping of one orthogonal vector onto another are also valid:
The optical axis of the camera is aligned with the ZЈ axis and passes through the central pixel of the camera array and is described by the unit vector ô . The vector to be determined for each pixel (i, j) in the array is then the vector ô (i, j) , where the coordinate system has been translated so that ZЈ is originated at the pixel (i, j). This new view vec- tor ô (i, j) is described in Fig. 3 and can be determined from the cross-product of the unit vectors describing the XЈ and Y Ј axes at point (i, j);
The direction cosines of 
Restrictions and Simplifications
A unique choice needs to be made for the model to decide the direction sign of u z derived from Eq. ͑28͒ to be either positive or negative. The same is true for v y and v z from Eqs. ͑29͒ and ͑30͒. This choice relates to the two possibilities whether the top surface of the image is tilted into the negative or positive Z space. There is no way to decide based on the local derivatives of the mapping function what sign the angle ␣ should take. For example, consider the camera viewing the image plane perpendicular, which is only true for some point in the middle of the image. Dividing the image into top and bottom halves, in the upper half of the image, the camera is viewing the plane with some-let us say, by definitionpositive angle (ϩ␣ y ) toward the Y axis. From the perspective distortion, the image appears to be tilted away from the CCD. Similarly, the bottom part of the image appears also to tilt away from the CCD with however a negative angle ␣ y . The top half of the image has positive ␣ y and the bottom half a negative ␣ y . Theoretically one could think of a saddle-like distortion, for which ␣ y is zero in the middle of the image and being positive ͑or negative͒ on one side with the surface being tilted in the same direction. In this case, the magnification factor would increase monotonically from the top to the middle of the image, and then decrease toward the bottom of the image.
To derive a solution, different potential outcomes need to be considered in solving for the unknowns. This particularly relates to Eq. ͑28͒, where there are several solutions that have different interpretations. Here, imaginary solutions are not considered.
Case 1: eϭ0
In Eq. ͑28͒, if eϭ0, both the positive and the negative square-root solution can be considered. This corresponds to a simple rotation around the X axis, compressing the Y axis (aϾ1).
General case 1
The general case eϭ0 with E yx 0 and E xy 0 means that the image plane is rotated in-plane around the Z axis and the positive and negative square-root solution corresponds to an additional rotation around the X or Y axis, correspondingly.
Case 2: e 0
As derived, only the positive square-root solution is valid:
.
͑44͒
All other quantities are derived as given by Eqs. ͑29͒ to ͑33͒. This is the most general case with a rotation in-plane and a rotation around the X axis as well as the Y axis.
Determination of the Sign of the View Angle
Using the definitions given in Eqs. ͑18͒ to ͑20͒ the view vector and hence the view angle calculation procedure will not determine the sign of the view angle. If, however, only the derived direction cosines are considered and some simple rules are applied, then direction definitions can be generated. The rules in this case are derived from the view vector that is of interest. The vector direction is from a point on the target towards the camera in a coordinate system that is based on the target at the point of interest. At the origin of the target the view vector ô (0,0) ϭ͓ô x(0,0) ,ô y(0,0) ,ô z(0,0) ͔ is aligned with the ZЈ axis and is described by (w x ,w y ,w z ). At a point of interest in the image the vector pointing to the camera can be defined as,
A conceptual picture of how the direction cosines would vary across an image can be developed. Consider a pure positive rotation about the X axis. An image of the values of component ô x covering the ROI would have zero magnitude along the Y axis, i.e., ô x(0,j) ϭ0. For the positive region of the X axis, ô x(ϩi, j) would increase in magnitude and have a negative direction, as depicted in Fig. 3͑a͒ , where the Y axis is out of plane. For the negative region of the X axis, ô x(Ϫi, j) would also increase in magnitude and have a positive direction. For a large angle of rotation about the X axis, the magnitude of the vertical component ô y would increase from the top to the bottom of the image and its sign would be constantly positive over the whole image, as shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ .
A method to determine the sign has been developed based on determining the local partial derivative of the Fig. 4 Computer-generated image of a target of coplanar location markers viewed with a 30-deg rotation about the X axis: (a) the raw image and (b) the dewarped and scaled image.
magnitude of the local direction vector component. Using the conceptual picture of the direction vectors for a pure rotation about the X axis, the X direction vector would go from positive to negative for the left-to-right regions of the image. This would match the sign of the local partial directive in the horizontal direction. The local partial derivative can be determined using a horizontal Sobel filter on the image. The sign of this derivative can then be used to define the sign of the direction vector. A similar procedure can be developed for the vertical component. Since the Z axis has been defined earlier as pointing toward the camera, the w z component of the local view vector will always have a positive direction.
Results and Discussion
To test the procedure an image of a test target consisting of a regular array of coplanar crosses was generated using a 3-D drawing package. 9 This allowed manipulation of the view of the target to a know angle. Camera parameters, including the position of the camera and camera view orientation can be explicitly included into the target model. The package also enabled lens modeling of the view to generate perspective distortion using a pin-hole camera model. An image of the target with crosses spaced at a known regular interval is shown in Fig. 4͑a͒ . For this image, the target has been rotated about the X axis by 30 deg with the top of the target tilted toward the camera. To generate the target, dimensionless length units in a ratio that might be typical of an experiment where used. Arbitrary units are used as length scales. The camera is located at P cam ϭ(0,0,1000) in the reference frame of the experiment and views a region 100ϫ100 units. The view is generated by modeling a lens with a focal length of 250 units. The crosses are at a regular spacing in the X and Y directions of 10 units and have a line aspect ratio of 6:1. A significant advantage of computer generating the image is that there is no noise in the image and the image is in perfect focus. Figure 4͑a͒ shows an image of the perspective view of the target. In Fig. 4͑b͒ the image has been dewarped and spatially scaled using the information derived from the dewarping mapping functions. The image has increased in size ͑total number of pixels͒ to accommodate all of the original data that was captured and shown in Fig. 4͑a͒ . At locations outside the original data the image has been padded with intensities of zero value. The image in Fig. 4͑b͒ shows that the dewarping algorithm has effectively stretched the image in the Y direction.
Using the technique outlined earlier the spatial variation in the mapping function has been used to determine the direction cosines of the vector ô (i, j) at each pixel location (i, j) in the image. Maps, the same size ͑number of pixels͒ as the dewarped image, of the magnitude of the components of the direction cosines are shown in Fig. 5 . The derivation of the direction cosines based on the spatial gradient of the mapping function does not determine the sign of the individual components, only the magnitude, so only the absolute values are shown in Fig. 5 . Using the rules discussed earlier, the sign of the components can be determined and are shown in Fig. 6 . We can see in Fig. 6 that for the case of a pure rotation about the X axis only, the sign direction of the ô x(i, j) component is altered.
With the sign and magnitude of the direction cosines determined it is a simple process to calculate the related angles. Maps of these angles, as defined in Figs. 2 and 3 , are shown in Fig. 7 . The conceptual picture of the variation in view direction angle discussed earlier can be seen in Fig.  7 . The component ô x(i, j) , expressed as the angle ␣ x in Fig.  7͑a͒ , shows that at iϭ0 the view angle, in the X direction, is perpendicular to the plane of the target. Away from this point ô x(i, j) increases in magnitude and at the extent of the A simple pin-hole camera model 7 of the view of the target can be used to investigate the accuracy of the determined view angle along the major axes of the image. Using the definitions shown in Fig. 3 , the depicted angles can be calculated along the major axis using the following:
͑47͒
Here, the bulk view angle is the angle of rotation about the X axis and is equivelent to the angle that is made with the Z axis ␣ z . Several values of in steps of 10 deg were used in this test from ϭ0 deg, which is a perpendicular view of the target, to ϭ60 deg, which is near the practical extent of what would be used in an experiment. The variation of ␣ x , ␣ y , and ␣ z in degrees along the major axes is shown in Fig. 8 for these test cases. The procedure to determine the view shows excellent agreement with the simple pin-hole camera model of view angle components for a few bulk angles in the range 10 to 60 deg. There is some variation in the gradient seen in the plot, however, the error in the difference between the two results is less than 0.75%. The technique breaks down for bulk view angles that are below 10 deg, which are views that are close to a perpendicular view. This is particularly highlighted in Fig.  8͑a͒ where the measured angle for all cases except for ϭ0 deg is similar. In the experiment, the views used in PDV are often away from the perpendicular in the range 20 to 50 deg. Hence in practical use, the technique will resolve the view angle for each individual pixel in the view. The technique relies on the accurate determination of the mapping functions used to map the warped image onto a regular grid. Any degradation of the target image by noise, blurring of the image, or poor contrast will affect the performance of the dewarping technique in accurately determining the location of the markers. This will lead to an error in the mapping function and hence to an error in the determination of the view angle.
Conclusions
A procedure for determining the view vector of each individual pixel in a CCD array from a known planar target was developed. The procedure uses the spatial gradient in the mapping functions used to dewarp the image to determine the direction cosines from the viewed region to the individual capture pixel in the camera array. The procedure requires that a known target of coplanar location markers is used to enable determination of both the mapping functions as well as scaling parameters of the image. The known scaling of the location markers is all that the procedure requires to determine view direction cosines. No other physical measurement is necessary. This procedure is shown to give results that enable correction for individual pixel view vectors, while determining the bulk view angle to the test target. This procedure shows that accurate determination of view vector can be achieved without physical in situ measurement making the procedure useful for situations of confined access or where the range of the view is small.
